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FOREWORD

How fitting that this book is titled Chadwick's Child Maltreatment. The title is a richly deserved tribute to one of the world’s leading authorities on the subject—a pediatrician cut from the same cloth as his mentor, C. Henry Kempe. David Chadwick’s long and storied career may be slowly drawing to a close, but his legacy lives on in these pages, in the Chadwick Center for Children and Families that bears his name, in the San Diego International Conference on Child and Family Maltreatment, which Dr. Chadwick started nearly thirty years ago, and which is the best conference of its kind in the world, and in the hearts and minds of countless professionals. Dr. Chadwick truly has made the world a better place for children.

One gets a sense of the esteem in which Dr. Chadwick’s colleagues hold him by looking at the contributors to this book. Many of the authors are leading experts in the academic world of child maltreatment. Experts like these, with years of experience and many publications to their credit, are often less than enthusiastic when asked write yet another chapter. But when David Chadwick calls and asks for a chapter, it is hard to say “no.” When Chadwick says “jump,” most of us simply ask “How high?”

Because Dr. Chadwick and his fellow editors have pulled together such a star-studded cast of authors, this book is an extremely valuable contribution to the literature. The chapters are well-written, up to date, and packed with information that is relevant to busy professionals on the front lines of child protection. Chadwick’s Child Maltreatment Fourth Edition is so good, even Dr. Chadwick might learn a thing or two from its pages, although I have my doubts.

John E. B. Myers, BS, JD
Professor of Law
Director
Criminal Justice Concentration
McGeorge School of Law
University of the Pacific
Sacramento, California
FOREWORD

The multi-sectoral response to allegations or suspicions of child maltreatment is a complex and delicate undertaking that requires sensitivity and skill. At its core are health, social work and child protection, law enforcement, and court-related professionals. Each sector must function effectively to accomplish its part, and must interact with the others to share information, make decisions, and coordinate actions in order to maximize their chance of success. Together the sectors have the ability and authority to intervene at all three levels of child maltreatment prevention.

In primary prevention, health, social, and legal professionals can set up programs to give all children and families the best chance of living together in harmony. Where family or child characteristics comprise risk factors for child maltreatment, secondary prevention entails support to prevent violence from emerging. Finally, where a child has been ill-treated, the multi-sectoral response can mount a coordinated response to provide protection, support, and treatment services for the child victim and non-offending family, with sanction and rehabilitation for the offender.

The health sector is in an advantageous position to contribute to primary prevention by providing anticipatory guidance to families covering discipline and problem childhood behaviors. Similarly, it can identify families and children with risk factors for violence and offer support services to mitigate their impact. Finally, it has the knowledge and skills to examine children for signs of maltreatment, conduct a thorough evaluation of a child’s physical and mental health, and determine whether the child’s overall findings constitute evidence of maltreatment or another condition.

Although all physicians need to be familiar with the indicators of maltreatment so as to be able to raise the suspicion and initiate further investigation, child abuse pediatricians have the specialized training required to carry out child maltreatment evaluations. They need to be in constant touch with reference material and up-to-date evidence-based information that allow them to recognize the difference between normal variants, accidental and inflicted injury, as well as organic conditions that mimic abuse. By making reliable, valid, and defensible reports they contribute to multi-sectoral interventions that can proceed to a satisfactory and beneficial resolution with the least disruption for the child and family while making the most efficient use of resources.

The two types of maltreatment that are the focus of this volume are among the most challenging to address. Child sexual abuse can be difficult for professionals and authorities to consider or tackle. This is particularly true in societies where sex is a taboo subject, and where cultural norms require that family honor be preserved above anything else. Psychological maltreatment is often difficult to define, particularly in culturally meaningful terms, which can make identifying and protecting affected children a very challenging undertaking.

This volume furnishes reference material by leading experts for health professionals who look after children, whether as primary care providers or as child abuse pediatricians. By providing a comprehensive overview of the signs and consequences of these forms of maltreatment, case studies, and images, it will assist physicians to identify findings and to interpret them correctly so as to reach valid conclusions. The photographic atlas is particularly useful to recognizing the subtle signs that distinguish normal variants from signs of trauma, and signs of accidental trauma from those of sexual abuse. Chapter 14, Psychological Assessment and Treatment Approaches, will be of immense help when caring for children where this is an issue.
An accurate medical evaluation to identify child sexual abuse and psychological maltreatment is of critical importance and this textbook will be an invaluable resource for this to occur.

Marcellina Mian, MDCM, MHPE, FAAP, FRCPC
Professor of Pediatrics
Weill Cornell Medical College
Doha, Qatar
Although clear medical descriptions of physical and sexual abuse were published in the middle of the 19th century, they were not taken seriously for about 100 years. The delay was principally due to the recantation by Sigmund Freud of his original theory that serious psychological disturbances were caused by sexual abuse of children. Having originally stated this case, he soon changed the theory to one that held that the histories of sexual abuse provided by his patients were, in fact, fantasies. As a result, the recognition of the importance of child abuse as a cause of adult problems was delayed until the middle of the 20th century.

Child sexual abuse is any form of sexual activity with a child by an adult, or by another child where there is no consent or consent is not possible. By this definition, it is possible for a child to be sexually abused by another child who is younger than they are.

Sexual abuse includes, but is not limited to, showing a child pornographic materials, placing the child’s hand on another person’s genitals, touching a child’s genitals, and/or penetration of any orifice of a child’s body (mouth, vagina, anus) with a penis, finger, or an object of any sort. Penetration does not have to occur for it to be sexual abuse.

The health harms of sexual abuse are mostly emotional, although genital injury may occur and can be diagnostic when a qualified physician examines the child. A surprising amount of sexual abuse occurs without genital injury. On the other hand, the emotional damage is often substantial and may require considerable attention.

The prevalence of sexual abuse was massively underestimated until the middle of the 20th century. Around 1950, Alfred Kinsey surveyed about 1400 women and discovered that 25% of them recalled a prepubertal sexual experience. Russell and Finkelhor confirmed this high prevalence with surveys in the 1970s.

Psychological maltreatment includes acts of commission or omission by the parents and other caregivers that could cause the child to have serious behavioral, emotional, or mental disorders. In some instances of psychological maltreatment, the acts of parents or other caregivers alone, without any harm yet evident in the child’s behavior or condition, are sufficient to warrant the intervention of child protective services. For example, the parents or caregivers may use terrorizing forms of punishment, such as confinement of a child in a dark closet.

The idea that human beings might have “rights,” defined as permissions that were absolutely guaranteed was first expressed by a set of English barons around 1225 when they forced a king to abide by a law. The idea was further developed in the 17th and 18th centuries by philosophers and was included in United States Declaration of Independence in 1776. Rights were stated to be granted by the deity as expressed in the Declaration or by a social contract that formed a government. In either case they were guaranteed by the local society, many members of which pledged their lives and fortunes in support of the defined rights. Rights are very powerful things, but in these early efforts they were only conferred on adult male persons with property. Later they have been extended to all humans.

Throughout most of history children were simply regarded as the property of their parents. The idea that they might be entitled to anything may have been introduced by John Stuart Mill around 1869. In his long essay, ‘On Liberty,’ Mill offers the statement that parents must provide their children with “an ordinary chance of a desirable existence.” In 1913, the poet-philosopher, Gibran wrote that children are not the property of their parents.

“And a woman who held a babe against her breast said ‘Speak to us of Children’ and he said:
Your children are not your children
They are the sons and daughters of Life's longing for itself
They come through you but not from you
And though they are with you yet they belong not to you
You may give them your love but not your thoughts
For they have their own thoughts
You may house their bodies but not their souls
For their souls dwell in the house of tomorrow, which you cannot visit even in your dreams
You may strive to be like them, but seek not to make them like you
For life goes not backward nor tarries with yesterday.”

The first published attempt to codify children’s rights was written in 1923 by Eglantyne Jebb, an English reformer and child advocate. Her manifesto consisted of the following stipulations:

1. The child must be given the means requisite for its normal development, both materially and spiritually.
2. The child that is hungry must be fed, the child that is sick must be nursed, the child that is backward must be helped, the delinquent child must be reclaimed, and the orphan and the waif must be sheltered and succored.
3. The child must be the first to receive relief in times of distress.
4. The child must be put in a position to earn a livelihood, and must be protected against every form of exploitation.
5. The child must be brought up in the consciousness that its talents must be devoted to the service of its fellow men.

Her statement was adopted by the League of Nations in 1924.

Another important statement was made by the Polish pediatrician, Janusz Korczak. His writing and his life were interrupted in 1942 when he insisted on accompanying 150 Jewish orphans who were being transported from Warsaw to Treblinka for gassing. Neither he nor any of the orphans were ever heard from again. He did not publish his list of children’s rights himself and it was later published by his biographer, Betty Jean Lifton. The list is long and both whimsical and profound. It includes the “right to be loved” and such concepts as a right to due process in delinquency situations, but Korczak extends this to require a court staffed by children. It includes optimal conditions for growth and development which poses a serious challenge to society. It includes a right to die. The lists written by Jebb and Korczak form the basis of contemporary policy statements about children’s rights.

Shortly after World War II the new United Nations General Assembly created an organization to assist children whose lives have been disrupted by war, called the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF). The initial mission was relief of starvation and dislocation but it soon broadened to the general protection of children.

In 1989 The United Nations adopted the Convention on the Rights of the Child, a human rights treaty setting out the civil, political, economic, social, health, and cultural rights of children. The Convention generally defines a child as any human being under the age of eighteen, unless a country’s law recognizes an earlier age of majority.

The Convention provides that all children be registered at birth and provided with an identity. It requires participating nations to enact laws that protect children against abuse and neglect. It provides children with rights that are similar to those of adults with modifications for age and developmental status. It forbids commercial exploitation and, specifically, sexual exploitation and the abduction and sale of
children. It provides for the rights of children in delinquency proceedings. It provides rules for international adoption. It is, altogether, a very admirable document.

Nations that ratify this convention are bound to it by international law. Compliance is monitored by the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, which is composed of members from countries around the world. Once a year, the Committee submits a report to the Third Committee of the United Nations General Assembly, which also hears a statement from the CRC Chair, and the Assembly adopts a Resolution on the Rights of the Child.

All of the member nations of the UN General Assembly have ratified the Convention except for the United States and Somalia. In fairness it should be stated that many of the signers offer fewer real protections for children in their countries compared to the United States. Still, the refusal of the US to endorse the UN Convention is disgraceful. Despite this, as recently as 2011 the federal government enacted the Child and Family Services Improvement and Innovation Act, a program focused on preventing child abuse and neglect. In addition, it stipulates that necessary services will be provided to families once a finding of child abuse and neglect is substantiated.

The Adverse Childhood Experiences study, a collaborative effort of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and Kaiser Permanente’s Health Appraisal Clinic in San Diego, is the largest study that assessed child maltreatment and its adverse effect on future physical and emotional health. Emotional neglect and abuse was prevalent in approximately 15% and 10% of the adult population studied, respectively. It is therefore not surprising that the American Academy of Pediatrics has recognized that psychological maltreatment may be the basis for adverse developmental outcomes to children. However, the AAP also recognizes that psychological maltreatment “may be the most challenging and prevalent form of child abuse and neglect.” Health professionals that care for children are in a unique position to educate those individuals in both the child welfare and judicial systems regarding the serious consequences of psychological maltreatment and advocate for appropriate intervention.

David L. Chadwick, MD
Angelo P. Giardino, MD, PhD, MPH, FAAP
Randell Alexander, MD, PhD, FAAP
Jonathan D. Thackeray, MD, FAAP
Debra Esbern-Jenssen, MD, FAAP
The Fourth Edition of Chadwick's Child Maltreatment once again provides a comprehensive resource regarding child abuse and neglect. It is beautifully illustrated, well-referenced, and very much up to date. Readers will be well served by this essential resource. In particular, the ophthalmology sections have been put together with expertise and offer excellent photographic examples of the findings in abusive head trauma.

Alex V. Levin, MD, MHSc, FRCSC
Chief, Pediatric Ophthalmology and Ocular Genetics
Wills Eye Institute
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

This Chadwick’s Child Maltreatment Fourth Edition textbook offers a comprehensive and detailed accounting of the medical, social work, and legal assessment and investigation of the alleged childhood abuse victim. It serves as an excellent resource for the multidisciplinary team responsible for the evaluation of these complex cases. Anyone working in the field of child maltreatment should add this publication to their annals.

Barbara Knox, MD
Medical Director
Child Protection Program
University of Wisconsin
Family Children’s Hospital
Associate Professor, Department of Pediatric
University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health
Madison, Wisconsin

The fourth edition of Chadwick’s Child Maltreatment ensures physicians, nurses, social-workers, and law enforcement professionals have a comprehensive reference that describes the identification, evaluation, and management of all facets of child abuse and neglect. Of note, in an era when abusive head trauma (shaken baby syndrome) is often fiercely litigated in courtrooms and in lay media, Chadwick’s Child Maltreatment Fourth Edition is a reputable source of mainstream, scientific information about abusive head trauma and its ophthalmologic manifestations.

Tanya Hinds, MD, FAAP
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Department of Pediatrics
The George Washington University School of Medicine and Health Sciences
Child Abuse Pediatrician
Freddie Mac Foundation Child and Adolescent Protection Center
Children’s National Medical Center
Washington, DC

This work is excellent! At a time when child maltreatment science is growing exponentially, the release of the Chadwick’s Child Maltreatment Fourth Edition publication by Alexander, Giardino, Thackeray, and Esernio-Jenssen brings scholarship and practice expertise to those who deliver care to children who have been maltreated or abused. It should be in libraries worldwide.

Patricia M. Speck, DNSc, APN, FNP-BC, DF-IAFN, FAAFS, FAAN
Associate Professor and Forensic Nursing Concentration Coordinator
University of Tennessee Health Science Center
College of Nursing
Department of Advanced Practice and Doctoral Studies
Memphis, Tennessee

The new Chadwick’s Child Maltreatment book is a must for health care providers who are seeing children who have been abused. There are many useful tips that professionals can adopt in their practice and use as a reference. The chapters are easy to follow as well as providing pictures with great case examples. The most current and up to date references in the chapters make it easy to follow the research in each area. I will be recommending this 4th edition as an excellent resource book for all programs that deal with child maltreatment.

Diana Faugno, MSN, RN, CPN, SANE-A, SANE-P, FAAP, DF-IAFN
Forensic Nurse
Barbara Sinatra Children’s Center
Rancho Mirage, California

The 4th edition of Chadwick’s Child Maltreatment is a comprehensive, evidence-based text that is a critical reference for healthcare professionals who provide care for children and families. The array of expert contributors has crafted a publication that provides essential knowledge of the many facets of child maltreatment and includes contemporary references, images and case studies. I would recommend this edition of Child Maltreatment as a ‘must have’ resource for professionals committed to curbing the epidemic of child maltreatment.

Valerie Sievers, MSN, RN, CNS, CEN, SANE-A, SANE-P
Forensic Clinical Nurse Specialist Coordinator, Forensic Nursing & Correctional Healthcare
University of Colorado-Colorado Springs
Beth-El College of Nursing and Health Sciences
Colorado Springs, Colorado
OUR MISSION

To become the world leader in publishing and information services on child abuse, maltreatment and diseases, and domestic violence. We seek to heighten awareness of these issues and provide relevant information to professionals and consumers.

A portion of our profits is contributed to nonprofit organizations dedicated to the prevention of child abuse and the care of victims of abuse and other children and family charities.
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Sexual Abuse: Overview

Lawrence R. Ricci, MD
Joyce Wientzen, LCSW

The Epidemiology of Child Sexual Abuse

In a 1977 lecture before the membership of the American Academy of Pediatrics, Henry Kempe, who in 1961 first identified and named the battered child syndrome defined child sexual abuse as the involvement of dependent, developmentally immature children and adolescents in sexual activities that they do not fully comprehend, to which they are unable to give informed consent, or that violate the social taboos of family roles. The sexual activities he referred to range from nontouching abuses such as exhibitionism and voyeurism to physically intrusive acts such as oral-genital, genital-genital, or genital-anal contact to or by the child. His definition, virtually at the dawn of our understanding of child sexual abuse, remains useful today in emphasizing both the nature of the sexual acts and the lack of consent. The National Center for Child Abuse and Neglect, emphasizing the perpetrator's purpose rather than the act itself, defined child sexual abuse as contacts or interactions between a child and an adult when a child is being used for the sexual stimulation of the perpetrator or another person. Finkelhor, combining both definitions, described sexual abuse as the exposure of a child to sexual experiences that are inappropriate for his or her level of physical and emotional development, coercive in nature, and usually initiated for the purpose of adult sexual gratification.

In recent years attention has focused on sexual abuse by same- or similar-age peers or siblings. Yates has noted that sexual abuse can be differentiated from sexual play by determining whether there is a developmental asymmetry among the participants and by assessing the nature of the behavior. Paradise adds that the important point is not the age of the perpetrator in relation to the child but whether the perpetrator is in a position of power and control over the victim.

According to child protective services (CPS) data, more than 3 million children were reported as abused in the United States in 1996. A third of these children were confirmed or substantiated by state agencies to be victims of child abuse; 9% of the substantiated cases were for sexual abuse. If the annual incidence or number of new cases of child sexual abuse is 1% of the pediatric population, as is commonly believed, the prevalence would likely be 12% to 25% for girls and 8% to 10% for boys by age 18 years. Although the percentage of adults disclosing a history of sexual abuse in a number of studies ranges from 2% to 62% for females and from 3% to 16% for males, depending on the population studied and the definitions of abuse used, prevalence studies overall report that 1 in 4 women and 1 in 7 men are victims of sexual abuse at some time in their childhood. In support of these figures, a respected 1985 national survey found that 27% of women and 16% of men reported having been sexually abused before age 18 years.

Jones and Finkelhor recently identified a profound shift in the reporting and substantiation of child sexual abuse. The increases in CPS-substantiated cases seen in the
1980s to a peak of 149,800 cases in 1992 has been followed by a significant decline in the 1990s to 103,600 cases in 1998, a decrease of 31%. This decline in number of substantiated cases was associated with a similar decrease in the number of reports to CPS from 429,000 in 1991 to 315,400 in 1998, a 26% reduction. Although cases of other types of child maltreatment have also declined—for example, substantiated cases of physical abuse declined 16%—the decrease in child sexual abuse cases has been more marked.

This decline, according to Jones and Finkelhor, could represent a decline in the incidence of sexual abuse or a reduction in reporting and substantiation. Factors potentially accounting for a decrease in the incidence of child sexual abuse are prevention, incarceration, treatment of offenders, reduction in causal variables, and depletion of the reservoir of older cases. Factors potentially causing decreased reporting and substantiation include reduced vigilance, fear of retribution, changes in the definition of what is accepted by agencies for investigation, changes in policy regarding criteria to substantiate, and fear of lawsuits. Optimistically, if the decline represents a decrease in the incidence of sexual abuse, then the primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention efforts of the past 20 years would seem to have been in vain. However, if the decline represents fewer reports and fewer substantiations in the face of unchanging incidence, then we have simply returned to the era when child sexual abuse was the hidden problem that Kempe described in 1977. However, Jones and Finkelhor offer the argument that the decline is real and represents the result of prevention efforts.

**Victim Risk Factors and Perpetrator Profiles**

Risk factors for abuse have been difficult to identify. Race and socioeconomic status appear to have no influence on abuse risk, whereas gender and age likely do. Girls are more likely to be sexually abused than boys; however, boys are less likely to report the abuse. In a review of studies, Finkelhor and Barent found vulnerability for both boys and girls peaks between ages 7 and 13 years. However, these numbers may reflect an overrepresentation of older children because these children are more likely to disclose. Adolescents are at particular risk for sexual abuse. In one survey of adolescent students, 12% of males and 18% of females reported unwanted sexual activity between ages 13 and 16 years.

The risk factors for sexual abuse that appear most commonly in studies are factors in the child’s environment that diminish supervision and support, such as parental inadequacy, parental unavailability, and poor parent-child relationship. Children in substance abusing or violent homes are also at risk. It should be no surprise that these risk factors are also reflected in studies of physically abused and neglected children.

Abusers can be classified according to their relationship to the child as family, acquaintance, or stranger. Children, as opposed to adults, are infrequently victimized by strangers. Intrafamilial perpetrators constitute as many as 50% of all perpetrators against girls and 10% to 20% of perpetrators against boys. Even in adolescence as many as half of all sexual assaults are committed by acquaintances. In one survey, 84% of college women who reported unwanted sexual intercourse knew their assailants.

The perpetrators of sexual abuse of boys are most often acquaintances outside the home, for example, neighbors, teachers, coaches, religious leaders, and peers. Females may constitute as many as 10% of perpetrators of sexual abuse.

Becker reported that one quarter to one third of male offenders are juveniles, many have been sexually abused as children, and many abuse more than one child. Russell reported that when abused by family members, 23% of children experienced very serious abuse, such as vaginal intercourse or oral sex; 41%, serious abuse, such as digital penetration or touching; and 36%, least serious abuse, such as touching over the clothes. In the case of out-of-home offenders, there were more children abused in the very serious category and fewer in the serious and least serious categories.
Sexual Abuse: Issues Related to Interviewing Children

Julie Kenniston, MSW, LSW
Michelle Ditton, RN, SANE-A, SANE-P

The interviewing of children in child maltreatment cases has evolved significantly in the course of the last 25 years. These cases are often seen as “he said/she said” dilemmas that generate much scrutiny over the information-gathering process. Because child sexual abuse cases have medical evidence only 5% to 10% of the time, in the other 90% to 95% of cases it can be difficult to take the word of a child over the word of an adult. Even when evidence is present there are many hurdles to overcome in court. The dilemma extends to jurors who feel as if they are making a choice between an adult’s freedom and a child’s safety. Consequently, triers of fact (judges and jurors) need information that not only seems credible but also gives them confidence in their decisions.

One set of data provided to judges and jurors can be found in the interviews of child victims. Initially called investigative interviews, information-gathering sessions with children were conducted by child protection social workers and/or law enforcement. Other professionals, such as therapists or psychologists, were occasionally contracted by these entities to interview children. These interactions have been called, among other things, psychosocial evaluations in suspected child sexual abuse cases. Psychiatrists conducting evaluations had practice parameters for cases in which they were conducting forensic assessments for children or adolescents who may have been sexually abused. Although the names were different, the concepts were similar. These interactions with children were intended to gather data.

The process of these different interactions depended somewhat on the role of the interviewer. Ultimately, the goal was to gather information from the child that would assist in making a case decision. The tools used in interviews varied. Guidelines were not offered at a national level until the 1990s. Although analogue research offered guidance to child interviewers in the early years, techniques varied based on jurisdictional practice and individual interviewer preference. The growth and accountability of the field occurred in a court of law where interviewers had to defend their practices. Major sexual abuse cases of the 1980s and 1990s spurred interviewers to determine best practices not only by looking to research but also by learning from past cases what techniques were successfully defended in court. Several national training models gained momentum at the same time these cases were being fought in the national news. These trainings offered a forum for interviewers from around the country to receive continuing education focused on child interviewing and discuss commonalities and differences among jurisdictions.

The court system began moving away from scrutinizing the child and moved toward scrutinizing the interviewer, a more palatable situation in the eyes of jurors. This process initiated an evolution in interviewing. Even the name of the skill changed. What was once investigative interviewing became known as forensic interviewing. What was first identified primarily for child sexual abuse cases is now applied in allegations
of child sexual exploitation, human trafficking, physical abuse, witnessing violence, emotional maltreatment, and extreme neglect. The use of forensic interviews has been expanded beyond child maltreatment. In some jurisdictions, forensic interviewers are being asked to assist school systems in gathering information in cases of bullying.

The term *forensic* indicates that the interview is “for court purposes,” although most cases of child abuse and witnessing violence do not go to trial. Every case does have the potential for civil or criminal action at the outset, so interviewers should use forensically sound practices in every interview. However, the comprehensive forensic interview might establish that legal action is unnecessary or identify a need for other services or interventions. This is a constant balancing act: sensitively gathering the most accurate information from a child and doing so in a legally defensible way. Ultimately, the child’s safety and well-being are the primary focus. Sometimes court action is a means to this end. Forensic interviews are conducted not only for prosecution but also to establish a need for protection of the child. Often protection and prosecution issues are clearer in physical abuse and extreme neglect cases because physical evidence is present. As stated previously, medical examinations in most child sexual abuse cases are normal, which has moved the field to put greater emphasis on the verbal history taken from the child. This chapter focuses on the unique aspects of interviewing children in child sexual abuse cases. However, many of the concepts presented apply to all types of child maltreatment and witnessing violence.

As a field, forensic interviewing is young. As most development progresses quickly in the early phases and levels out in the later years, interviewing is beginning to reach a leveling-out period. The body of research has grown substantially, and recent research has emerged to help build consensus among guidelines. There is notable consensus of the national models, and trainers of forensic interviewing often confer. Trainers agree that for the field to continually evolve, research-informed practice and practice-informed research are required. Some trainings have changed their verbiage from “protocols” to “guidelines” with the understanding that flexibility is required in the interview as each child brings his or her unique needs into the interview process.

The forensic interview is not the only information-gathering process with children in child sexual abuse cases. Medical providers, social workers, law enforcement, advocates, prosecutors, and mental health professionals all gather data from children to obtain the information they need. These roles will be described later in this chapter.

Interviewing children is a skill that varies depending on the professional seeking the information. Although subtle differences can be found in the manifestation of the skill, the basic tenets of interviewing children remain the same. In child sexual abuse cases, several components are important in gathering data to make decisions. Each professional has a different role but works as a member of a multidisciplinary team. In over 750 communities across the United States and abroad, this type of team operates in a child advocacy center (CAC). Whether this team of professionals uses a CAC or not, each profession represented on the team is responsible for a unique component of the child abuse investigation. In some CACs there is a team member whose primary role is to conduct forensic interviews and whose title is forensic interviewer or forensic interview specialist. In other CACs or multidisciplinary teams, the child protection worker, law enforcement, or other member of the team is responsible for conducting the forensic interview.

The forensic interview is typically the introduction of the child to the system after a suspicion of child maltreatment has resulted in a report. However, first responders might carry the responsibility for establishing the child’s safety and thus be the first to make contact with the family after the report is made. From the point of first contact, it is crucial that every professional working with the child understands the impact of the types of questions used as well as the style in which the questions are asked. If at all possible, those having contact with children should be trained on proper
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SEXUAL ABUSE: THE MEDICAL EXAMINATION
Martin A. Finkel, DO, FAAP

PURPOSE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINATION IN ALLEGED CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
Children alleged to have experienced sexually inappropriate activities are at risk for significant medical and psychological sequelae. The health care professional can play an important role in addressing the physical and psychological impact of sexual abuse. All professionals who interact with children suspected of experiencing sexual abuse need to understand the importance of the medical examination as well as what to expect from medical professionals who conduct these examinations and how to interpret medical reports. The physical examination can be therapeutic for the child and caregiver if conducted with sensitivity and skill. The physical examination of a child alleged to have been sexually abused is much more than simply checking for anogenital or extragenital findings. The examination serves several critically important purposes, as follows:

1. The diagnosis and treatment of medical and psychological residual to the alleged sexual contact. Residual signs can be found in the form of genital and anal trauma, extragenital trauma, sexually transmitted infections (STIs), and the presence of forensic evidence.

2. Addressing both anticipated and unanticipated worries and concerns that children have as a result of their experiences. This second purpose can be characterized as diagnosing “normality” to address concerns about alterations of body image and well-being.

Children should be given an opportunity to provide their medical history independent of their caregiver to the doctor prior to the physical examination. Most children will be able to separate from their caregiver. When the child is able to separate, he or she is provided an opportunity to potentially share historical details not shared with the caregiver, law enforcement (LE), or child protective service (CPS) workers in the context of being interviewed. Reluctance on the part of the child to share details with the caregiver might be attributed to (1) fear of upsetting the caregiver, (2) fear of culpability, (3) belief that the caregiver will be upset that the child did not tell sooner, (4) embarrassment or shame, and (5) free-floating anxiety regarding perceived consequences of “allowing” the sexual interaction. Reluctance to share details with law enforcement and/or CPS may occur because of preconceived attitudes toward these professionals and no frame of reference that they are helping professionals. Doctors traditionally are viewed by society as confidants, healers, and individuals who can safely be told the most personal worries or concerns.

The medical history obtained independently allows children to share in their own words what they experienced, address any worries or concerns they may have about their body as a result of their experience, and ultimately provides a contextually richer understanding of what occurred. The idiosyncratic details that the child provides to the doctor afford insight regarding whether he or she experienced physical injury and
Figure 3-6. Intravaginal longitudinal septum intersects hymenal orifice and vagina. This congenital defect may be associated with upper genital urinary tract anomalies which should be investigated in early adolescence.

Figure 3-7. Septate hymen bisecting hymenal orifice in the plane of the hymen without extension intravaginally.

Figure 3-8. Redundant tissue surrounding the hymenal orifice restricts visualization of orifice with traction and separation alone. Companion image demonstrates appearance with the use of the knee-chest position.

Figure 3-9. Knee-chest position allows redundant tissue to fall forward covering the urethra and allowing visualization of the crescentic shaped hymenal orifice.

Figure 3-10. Hymenal orifice not visualized with labial separation alone.
Figure 3-11. Labial traction affords unfolding of redundant tissue and visualization of annular orifice and intravaginal content as well as the urethra.

Figure 3-12. Anterior tag present below urethra representing a normal anatomic variation.

Figure 3-13. Prominent projection of hymenal tissue at the 6 o’clock position representing an external reflection of a posterior longitudinal intravaginal column.

Figure 3-14. Estrogenized annular hymen with slight redundancy and elasticity. Prominent anterior column.

Figure 3-15. Redundant estrogenized hymen with labial separation does not allow visualization of hymenal orifice.
Figure 3-16. With additional traction the cohesive forces of the moist tissues are overcome and the crescentic appearance is visualized.

Figure 3-17. Septate hymen in pubertal child. Tampons should not be used until septum is interrupted surgically.

Figure 3-18. Sleeve-like configuration of hymenal membrane in prepubertal child. Hymen demonstrates estrogen effect.

Figure 3-19. Annular configuration of estrogenized hymen in Tanner Stage II child.

Figure 3-20. Fimbriated appearance to hymenal edge with labial traction. Fimbriation or scalloping of edge circumferentially provides greater distensability to orifice. Scalloped appearance does not represent multiple small partial transections.
The Lifelong Effects of Adverse Childhood Experiences

Vincent J. Felitti, MD
Robert F. Anda, MD, MS

“They do not want to hear what their children suffer. They’ve made the telling of the suffering itself taboo.”

Alice Walker, Possessing the Secret of Joy.

This chapter will document how adverse childhood experiences play a major and lifelong role in the difficulty, effectiveness, and cost of adult medical practice, and are the major origin of numerous important public health, medical, and social problems. In all of these areas, the relationship between adverse childhood experiences and adult well being ordinarily goes unrecognized. Our evidence comes from the Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) study, a collaborative effort between Kaiser Permanente and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) involving over 17,000 adults in a major retrospective and prospective epidemiologic analysis. The ACE study reveals how 10 categories of adverse life experience in childhood have a demonstrable impact, decades later, on health risks, disease burden, social malfunction, medical care costs, and life expectancy. This chapter will show that events that are lost in time, and then further protected by shame, secrecy, and social taboos against exploring certain areas of human experience, cost us heavily in health, humanity, and dollars. Routinely integrating the inquiry about, acknowledgement, and discussion of traumatic life experiences into the medical history has major benefits to patients, and is generally welcomed by them, though it is often uncomfortable for physicians. This professional discomfort has secondary ramifications in limiting the availability of such information in medicine, social work, and in the law enforcement, legislative, and judicial systems.

Origins of the ACE Study

The ACE study had its origins in our repeated counterintuitive experiences while operating a major obesity-reduction program using the technique of supplemented absolute fasting, which allows weight to be reduced non-surgically at approximately the rate of 300 lbs per year. We repeatedly found many patients fleeing their own success when major weight loss occurred. We were forced to recognize that eating has major psychoactive benefits that are obvious enough to be built into the language: “Sit down and have something to eat; you’ll feel better.” Many of our patients had a significant need to feel better, though these rarely surfaced spontaneously and hence were not known. Further exploration led to discovering the protective benefits of obesity. We slowly discovered that many of these patients had life experiences for which being obese was protective. If one has a need to de-sexualize oneself, as in a reaction to rape or childhood sexual molestation, then gaining a hundred pounds is an effective approach. A former rape victim who gained 105 pounds in the year subsequent to her rape commented: “Overweight is overlooked, and that’s the way I need to be.”
Similarly, being larger than others can project a sense of power, as illustrated in the common expression, “Throwing your weight around.”

Interviews with our obese patients unexpectedly led to discovering myriad long-term medical effects of seriously troubled childhoods. Such histories were almost never documented in their medical records. The high prevalence of abusive life experiences in the childhoods of our obese patients ultimately led us to consider to what degree this might also be the case in a general population. The ACE study was devised to determine in a general, middle-class, adult population the prevalence of 10 categories of stressful, traumatic childhood experiences that we had found so common in our obese population. And further, to determine what, if any, the additional long-term effects of these experiences might be.

These clinical observations at Kaiser Permanente’s Department of Preventive Medicine in San Diego dovetailed with new approaches to understanding the emotional underpinnings of behavior and disease that had recently emerged at the CDC among studies of nationally representative samples of US adults. Among these studies were: linking self-reported stress to the incidence of peptic ulcer disease, discovering the higher prevalence of smoking and lower incidence of quitting among persons who are depressed, and finding an increased incidence of coronary heart disease among persons experiencing hopelessness. The combination of clinical observations at Kaiser Permanente (KP) and the public health approach using the tools of medical epidemiology at the CDC proved to be a powerful combination in designing the ACE study and quantifying and interpreting the observed long-term effects of ACEs.

The Department of Preventive Medicine at Kaiser Permanente in San Diego provided an unusual resource for carrying out such a study in its Health Appraisal division. At the time the ACE study began in 1995-1997, over 50,000 adults a year voluntarily chose to come for periodic comprehensive medical evaluation. This evaluation included detailed medical history, extensive laboratory testing, and complete physical examination. In any 4-year period, 81% of the adult members in San Diego chose to avail themselves of this service.

The ACE study consisted in our asking two groups of such adult Kaiser Health Plan members, each consisting of 13,000 consecutive individuals requesting such health appraisal, whether they would help us understand how childhood experiences might affect health later in life. We explained that we would also track their medical records prospectively to follow their clinical courses forward in time. The study was carried out in two separate waves to allow mid-point revision if necessary. Almost 70% of those asked agreed to participate in the ACE study. All persons had high-quality health insurance from Kaiser Health Plan. Average age was 57 years with a range from 26 into the nineties. Almost exactly half were men, half women. Approximately 80% were white including Hispanic, 10% black, 10% Asian; 74% had attended college. This was clearly a middle-class American population, and not one that could be dismissed as “not in my practice.” This may have a bearing on the deep intellectual interest the findings of this study have generated, as well as on the resistance to using them in practice.

Approval of the ACE study was slowed by institutional review board (IRB) concern that some patients might emotionally decompensate when faced with the intrusive questions that we proposed to ask by questionnaire about childhood experiences. Colleagues assured us that patients would be furious when faced with these types of questions and they believed that patients would be unlikely to respond truthfully. IRB agreement was ultimately obtained by arranging to have a responsible person carry a cell phone 24 hours a day for 3 years to accept emergency calls from those putative persons who might decompensate when asked about the reality of their lives. However, no phone calls were received. Instead, we had a number of patient compliments and a small collection of letters, one written on lined paper by an elderly woman: “Thank
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